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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 General 

According to IEEE SID 1547-2003[1], distributed generation (DG) is defined as 

electric generation facilities connected to power system through a point of coupling 

(PCC). Distributed generation has the potential to play a major role as a complement 

or alternative to the electric power grid under certain conditions. DG can also improve 

a utility's ability to serve peak load on a feeder. DG is fundamentally distinct from the 

traditional central plant model for power generation and can deliver energy close to 

loads within power distribution network [8]. 

In August 1997, the Ministry of Irrigation and Power of Sri Lanka announced policy 

directions for power sector, where the private sector is expected to play a key role in 

power sector development activities. The policy direction for power sector envisages 

that private sector financing will be utilized for power generation from small hydro 

power plants. At present, unsolicited proposals for mini hydro power projects of not 

more than 10 MW of individual installed capacity are entertained by The Ceylon 

Electricity Board (CEB). During last few years, mini hydropower industry has gained 

a boost in this country and 75 plants with total installed capacity of 150 MW are 

already in commercial operation. There are 25 projects with the total installed capacity 

of 55 MW are under construction, which are expected to be grid interconnected over 

the next few years and many more project proposals are in pipeline. As a whole it is 

expected that about 300 MW of mini hydroelectric plants will be developed over the 

next few years. Embedded generators covered by the CEB guide are those connected 

to distribution network, passive and dispatch their generation to the system without 

any control over them by the System Control Center of the CEB. 

Distributed generation has the potential in Sri Lanka to play a major role in 

supplementing the electric grid power under certain conditions and at present capacity 

of following 33 kV feeders are already been utilized fully. 
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>- Balangoda- Ratnapura feeder 

>- Balangoda - Haputale feeder 

>- Seethawaka - Karawanella feeder 

>- Balangoda- Nivitigala feeder 

>- Wimalasurendra - Gampola feeder 

>- Nuwara-Elliya- Hanguranketha feeder 

>- Ratnapura - Kuruwita/Waranagala feeder. 

The benefits of distributed generation can be summarized as given below. 

>- Emergency backup 

>- Improved system performance 

>- Increased reliability 

>- Potential utility capacity addition deferrals 

>- Combined heat and power 

>- Green power 

>- Ancillary service power 

>- Advantageous for national security. 

Although DGs are receiving a lot of attention in the recent past, the prospects of their 

widespread adoption is not certain. There are economic and technical concerns 

involved that act as hindrances in the wide spread use of DGs. 

1.2 Economic Concerns 

Since cost is a dominant factor for the survival of a technology, following economic 

concerns need to be addressed before the wide spread adoption of DGs. 

>- Uncertainty about market potential: Although it is believed that DG prices 

would fall in the future, the most widely mentioned highly efficient DG micro

turbines are not widely commercially availabl~ [13]. 

>- Difficulties in recovering utility costs: If customers start setting up their own 

DGs for their power requirement and buy a small amount of power from the 

utilities, it would be very difficult for the utilities to recover past investment or 
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embedded costs. It would also increase the burden on customers who rely on 

the utility for their power demands. 

1.3 Technical Concerns 

Distribution systems have been traditionally designed as radial systems, and the time 

coordination of protection devices at the distribution level is a standard practice used 

by the utilities. However, insertion of a DG downstream of the loads or protection 

devices changes the traditionally radial nature of distribution system and hence may 

necessitate a change in protection strategy. These problems include protection issues, 

voltage and frequency issues, operational issues and minimizing the need to upgrade 

the system for accommodating DGs [9, 10 and 11]. 

The following terms have been defined in consistency with IEEE STD 1547: 

'Jr Micro grid (MG): The portion of the grid connected to a DG which is 

isolated from the utility grid by a circuit breaker (CB) at the point of common 

coupling. 

'Jr Island: A condition where a part of the grid, connected to the DG (the micro

grid or MG) is isolated from the utility-connected grid by the opening of the 

CB atPCC. 

)r Unintentional islanding: If the islanding was unplanned, then the islanding is 

called unintentional islanding. Islanding usually refers to unintentional 

islanding. 

1.3.1 Protection issues 

Distribution systems have been designed as radial systems [10] and therefore, as a 

standard practice time coordination of protective devices at distribution level are used. 

Insertion of a DG downstream of the loads may necessitate a change in protection 

strategy [11]. Some ofthem are discussed below. 

1.3.1.1 Fuse-fuse coordination 

Figure 1.1 shows a DG connected to a utility distribution system through fuses 

excluding circuit breakers and other protective devices [ 11]. 
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Figure 1.1 - DG connected to utility grid 

For a fault occurring at location B, fuses A and B would see the same fault current 

injected by the utility grid. Fuse B should act faster than fuse A to isolate a minimum 

part of the system. In case of an abnormal condition where utility grid is faulted at 

location A, both fuses see the same fault current which is injected by the DG. During 

this situation fuse A should act faster than fuse B to isolate a minimum part of the 

system. It is clear that the fuse-fuse coordination for an upstream fault in the presence 

of DG is in contradiction with the fuse coordination requirement in the absence of DG. 

1.3.1.2 Recloser-fuse coordination 

In the distribution system circuit protection is often done by the coordination of fuses 

and auto reclosers [11]. Figure 1.2 shows a radial distribution line feeding a load 

before insertion of a DG and figure 1.3 shows after insertion of a DG. For a fault 

occurring at location A before insertion of DG as shown in figure 1.2; the recloser is 

normally programmed to make two short reclosing attempts, and if the fault persists, it 

will make a longer reclosing attempt before it goes to lock out. In a reliable system the 

fuse would operate during the long reclosing time of the auto recloser so that power 

will continue to be supplied to the portion of the line between the fuse and the 

recloser. 
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Figure 1.2 - Reclosure-fuse co-ordination before insertion of DG 
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Figure 1.3- Reclosure-fuse co-ordination after insertion ofDG 

Now consider the situation where DG is inserted in between fuse and recloser as 

appears in figure 1.3. On occurrence of a fault; at the first reclosure attempt the DG 

might inject sufficient current to blow the fuse. Therefore, even in case of a transient 

fault, the fuse may blow leading to a blackout downstream of the fuse. 

1.3.2 Voltage and frequency issues 

When unintentional island (defined in 1.3) occurs, it has to be detected within two 

seconds, and the PCC should disconnect the bus to which DG is connected, from the 

utility grid. Once this happens; an island or a micro-grid is formed and a portion of the 

grid is supplied solely by DGs, and utility has no control over these supplies. It is 

essential that the frequency and voltage of the micro-grid be quickly restored after 

disconnecting from the utility grid [18]. Bringing frequency and voltage within 

permissible limits as quickly as possible and maintaining them at right values is a 

technical challenge currently being investigated world-wide [5]. 
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1.3.3 Modification of distribution systems 

It may be necessary to do certain modifications to connect DGs to distributions 

systems and steps should be taken to minimize the need for such modifications. The 

IEEE Standard for interconnecting distributed generation to electric power systems 

sets the requirements which DGs should fulfill before connecting to the utility grid. 

The introduction of new or increased embedded generation can have following key 

effects on the electrical system. 

');- Unintentional islanding 

');- Increase in fault level which might make it necessary to replace the switchgear. 

');- Alter power flows and voltage profiles: The insertion of DG affects local 

voltage and power imported by the local load from utility. 

');- System upgrade: it may be necessary to upgrade some of the system 

components: 

• Switching/control arrangements 

• Protection system and setting 

• Earthing system arrangements 

Among above issues unintentional islanding is the most important concern regarding 

the use of distributed generation. The figure 1.4 shows a DG source connected to an 

existing utility line near a load center. 
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Figure 1.4 -An instance of islanding 
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For a fault in between CB1 and CB2; CB1 would trip, but DG may not be able to 

inject enough current to trip CB2. Hence, a portion of the distribution network in 

between CB 1 and the DG is energized solely by DG and utility has no control at all. 

This situation is referred to as islanding. 

1.3.4 Operational issues 

DG islanding operation usually occur when the main utility power supply is 

interrupted due to several contingencies such as faults, inrush currents while the DG 

unit is still supplying power to the distribution network. This kind of condition has 

negative impact on the distribution system protection, reconfiguration, operation, load 

management and DG itself. Therefore, once an unintentional island occurs, it has to be 

detected within two seconds, and the PCC should disconnect the bus to which the DG 

is connected, from the utility grid. Unintentional islanding is the most important 

concern regarding the use of DGs and could have severe implications [ 1 0], some of 

which are given below. 

'Y Line worker safety can be threatened by the DG sources feeding a system after 

the primary energy sources have been opened and tagged out 

'Y Public safety can be compromised as the utility does not have the capability of 

de-energizing the DG sources energizing downed lines 

'Y The voltage and frequency provided to the customers connected to the island 

are out of the utility's control, yet the utility remains responsible to those 

customers 

'Y Protection systems on the island are likely to be uncoordinated, due to change 

in the short circuit current availability 

'Y The island system may be inadequately grounded by the DG interconnection 

'Y Utility breakers or circuit re-closures may reconnect the island to the greater 

utility system when out of phase, causing over currents and CB tripping 

For safe operation of power systems to which DGs are connected, unintentional 

islanding should be properly detected. There are many ways to detect this condition. 

In the next chapter some of the common islanding detection schemes will be explored. 
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Based on two of these existing techniques a new hybrid islanding detection technique 

is proposed in this thesis and will be tested to prove the validity of the scheme. 

1.4 Objectives 

Although distributed generation offers many benefits as a nascent field of technology, 

it faces many obstacles due to economic and technical reasons. A technical issue 

called unintentional islanding is the most prominent among them, and hence is 

considered in more detail. This thesis reviews the prominent islanding detection 

techniques and studies the implementation feasibility, impact on the utility, and 

probability of false tripping [20]. Therefore the main objective of this research study is 

to develop a new hybrid technique to overcome drawbacks of existing techniques. 

1.4.1 Methodology used to accomplish objectives 

Review of anti-islanding techniques 

Y Identify two types of techniques for anti-islanding purpose such as remote 

techniques and local techniques 

Y Remote technique: study power line carrier communication (PLCC) and 

supervisory control and data acquisition network (SCADA) 

Y Local technique: identify active techniques and passive techniques 

Y Active techniques: study following protection schemes 

• Detection of islanding by adding perturbations in DG output 

• Active frequency drift method of islanding prevention 

• Positive feedback technique 

• Sandia frequency shift (SFS) 

Y Passive techniques: study following protection schemes 

• Loss of mains detection by system impedance monitoring 

• Detection of voltage magnitude and frequency 

• Rate of change of frequency 

• Islanding detection by monitoring phase displacement 

• Voltage unbalance (VU) and total harmonic distortion technique 

(THD) 

Y General comparison of anti-islanding techniques 
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Y General aspects of islanding operation 

Y Development of hybrid islanding detection technique for synchronously 

rotating DGs by using active (positive feedback-PF) and passive (UV/THD) 

techniques 

Y Development of a relevant algorithm for the proposed islanding detection 

technique 

Y Test proposed islanding detection technique on two systems 

Y Take first system from "IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery, v20, nl, 

January, 2005" 

Y Extract second system from a part of 33 kV feeder No.08 of Ratnapura grid 

substation 

Y Simulate second system using MAT LAB 
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